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Abstract 
The aim of this note is to show, using elementary submodels, the following result: “Let X be a 
space of countable tightness which is the continuous image of a product of separable spaces. Then 
X is separable”. As a corollary we obtain that if a space of countable tightness is the continuous 
closed image of a product of separable metrizable spaces then it is the continuous closed image 
of a separable metrizable space. For notation and terminology we refer the reader to the work 
of Engelking (1989) and Hodel (1984). Our approach to elementary submodels follows that of 
Watson (1994). 
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Theorem 1. Let X be a space of countabZe tightness which is the continuous image of 
a product of separable spaces. Then X is separable. Indeed there is a countable subset 
of any C-product in the product whose image is dense. 
Proof. Let {X,},,, be a family of separable spaces, let 
I:H{X,: SES}-+X 
be a continuous onto map and let Z(a) be a C-product of the spaces {X,: s E S} where 
a = {a,: s E S} E n{Xs: s E S}. Let 
+: n{x& s E S} + P(S) 
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be the map defined by $(z) = S, where x = {x,: s E 5’) and S, = {s E 5’: x, # a,}. 
Take an elementary submodel A4 of cardinality 2Nn such that {X,: s E S}, a, X, 
f E JU and which is closed under w-sequences. 
Let z E XnM. Since f(C(a)) = X and X has countable tightness there is a countable 
subset A of f(E(a)) such that x E x, so take a C E [E(a)]Q” such that f(C) = A, then 
x E f(C). By elementarity we can take C E M such that C E [E(u)]<” and x E f(C), 
observe that C c M. Thus x E f(C(u) n M). We deduce that 
XnM c f(E(u)nM) 
since x was arbitrary. Now 
Z(U) n M c n{Xs: s E S n M} x n {{a,}: s E S - M}. 
In fact if z = (2,: s E S} E E(a) n M, then $(z) = S, E M and IS,] < NO, so 
S,cSnM. 
Next we show E(u) rl M is dense in 
n{Xs: s E SnM} x n{{uG}: s E S-M}. 
Let G be a nonempty basic open set of 
and 
n{Xs: s E S n M} x n {{a,}: s E S - M} 
let n{Gs: s E S} be a basic open set of n{Xs: s E S} such that 
G = rl[{G,: s E S} n ( n{Xs: s E S n M} x n {{us}: s E S - M}). 
Let Sc be the finite set {s E S: G, # X,}. For every s E SonM, let D, E [X,]Gw such 
that Dis, = X, and D, E M (so D, c M). For each s E 5’0 n M, choose d, E D, n G, 
and let x = {x~: s E S} be the point such that x, = d, if s E SO n M and x, = a, 
otherwise. Then x E E(u) n M n G. 
By the Hewitt-Marczewski-Pondiczery theorem, there is a countable dense subset D 
of 
n{X6: s~SnM}xn{{u~}: SES-MM) 
and therefore E(u) n M = 0. 
SO 
f(.%) n M) = f(D) 
(D c Z(u) n M hence 
f(D) c f(C(a) n M) c f(J7a) n M) and f(D) c f(c(a) “M), 
similarly f(C(u) n M) c f(D)). 
Now for every yn E f(D) there is a B, E [f(C(u) n M)]<” such that yn E B,. 
So take E, E [E(u) n M] Gw for which f(E,) = B,. Let E = U{En: n E w}. 
NOW E c M and [El < No, and so, since M is closed under w-sequences, E E M. - - - - 
Clearly f(D) c f(E) (yn E f(E,) c f(E)), hence X nM c f(E). Since f(E) E M 
(f, E E M), X = f(E). So X is separable. 0 
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Corollary 2. Let {X,: s E 5’) be a family of separable Tl-spaces and let X be a space 
of countable tightness. If f : n{Xs: s E 5’) + X is a continuous closed onto map 
then there is a So E [SIGw such that X is a continuous closed image of I-J, X,. If in 
addition, every X, is metrizable, then X is the continuous closed image of a separable 
metrizable space. 
Proof. By Theorem 1 there is a countable subset E of any c(a) such that X = f(E). 
Let So = {s: 2, # a, for some {zs: s E S} E E}. Then lSol < NO and 
E c n{Xs: s E So} x n {{us}: s E S - So}, 
so 
X = f(E) = f(E) c f( l$Xa: sEsl)}x~{{ub}: es-so}). 0 
As pointed out by the referee, in the above corollary it is enough for each X, to 
contain a closed singleton subset. 
Corollary 3 [1,2]. Every dyadic space of countable tightness is second countable. 
Remark. A space X is called a p-space if it is the continuous closed image of a product 
of metrizable spaces. The above results should be compared with the following results 
of Klebanov [6,7]: 
(1) Every first countable p-space is metrizable. 
(2) Every p-space with countable tightness and countable extent is the continuous 
closed image of a separable metrizable space. 
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